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The conference was organized by K.W. Morton (Oxford), R. Raßllacher (Heidelberg) and
G. Wittum (Stuttga.rt). The 40 participants represented research groups in applied and
numerical mathematics from 10 countries. In 32 lectures various problems were addressed
concerning the design, the analysis and the computer impleluentation of nUluerical algorithms in computational fluid dynamics (CFP).
The topics ranged from tbe convergence Of oid and also some new discretizations for
the Euler and the Navier-Stokes equations to efficient solution Inethods for the resulting
algebraic problems and their implementation on parallel computers. A group of lec.ture~
dealt with finite volume and finite element methods for solving scalar nonlinear conserva~
tion laws as weIl a.s certa.in hyperbolic systems. Further, various solution methods 'based
on operator- splitting concepts, e.g, Cborin's projection method, were discussed for th~
nonstationa.ry Navier-Stokes equations. Other themes were the design of a-posteriori error
estimates for adaptive error control and the acceleration of iterative solution methods by
robust multigrid and domain decomposition techniques. Finally, same lectures addressed
interesting new developments like solution techniques for low-~1ach number flows, selectiv~
spectral- Galerkin methods and particle methods. After all, the lectures and the followiilg
dis~ussions gave a good overview of the present state of mathematics in CFn and hopefully
stimuiated new research directions.
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In particular, it became dear that many of the central issues of CFD need nluch more
input from mathematical theory for their satisfactory treatment. Such topics a.re, e.g., the
use of dynamical system theory in ftow computations and practical concepts for adaptive
errar control in the light of hydrodynamic stability theory. Other challallging problems in
CFO like the handling of multi-scale problems including tne problem of turbulence modeling
and the rigorous founda.tion of particle methods in flow simulations were touched only briefly
during this conference and deserve also more attention by mathelnaticialls in the future.
I
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O. AXELSSON
Scalable algorithms ror the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
High speed computing gives promise to· the perspective of solving presently seemingly uncomputable problems, in CFD for instance, simply by using.a, sufficieiltly large number of
processors working in parallel. However, this ignores the overhead in tbe fornl of interprocessor communica.tion, which is unavoidable on any computer architecture. lt will be
shown that the computer time for any reasonable problem will grow with problem size,
irrespective of the nunlber of processors used. We call an aJgorithnl scalable jf there exists
an increasing number of p = p( N) of processors such that the efficiency (or processor utilization) of the machine approaches its optimal value (=1) when N increases. An example is
given of a scalable algorithm to solve elliptic problems. This algorithm is appliedfor Stokes
and Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flows. A method to solve the arising
nonlinear equations using enriched subspaces in the Newton method and two-level meshes
to sirnplify the application of the Newton method is discussed shortly.

P.

•

BASTIAN

Parallel adaptive multigrid
In trus talk the implenlentation of a fully unstructured, locally refining multigrid code for
MIMD parallel computers is discussed. Especially two different dynamic load balancing
schemes for (classicaJ) multiplicative and additive multigrid methods are proposed. The
effectiveness of the overall procedure is confirmed by numerical experiments that show an
overall efficiency over 50 % for up to 32 processors Paragon (in wall clocktime!).

R. BECKER
Adaptive finite element multigrid Cor the Stokes equation
We considered the problem of adaptive error control for both the discretization and the
iteration error due to inexact iterative solution of the discrete equations arising from dis~
cretization. The aposteriori errar estimator proposed for this· purpose is of. residual type
and allows error control in different norms. In order to control the discretizatioll error we
use a. Iocal grid refinemellt algorithrn. The iterative solution is achieved by a local multigrid algorithm that acts, for complexity reasons, only on the refined regions. The iteration
is stopped, when the estimated iteration error is below the estimated discretization error.
This approach is proven to be both efficiellt and reliable.
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W. BORCHERS
On the efficiency of domain decomposition methods
\Ve present a new parallel iteration scheme for solving elliptic bOllndary value problems on
Inassiv parallela.rchitcctures, which is baseu on uomain decoluposition. First examples are
disclIssed in conlpal'ison with knowll algoritluns Oll a. structure<l g;rid.
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D. BRAESS
The stability of mixed methods with penalty
It seems to be folklore that mixed methods with penalty ternlS a.re stable ir the scherne
without the term iso This is not true in general. It holds in two r.ases. One. indudes the
Stokes problem. The situation for plates is more involved. The spa.ces are decomposeu via
the Helmholtz decompositian such that each factor satisfies the assumption of one ""good
case" .

B.

COCKBURN

Error estimates for hyperbolic conservation laws
A theory of Ll-errar estimates (both apriori and aposteriori) far numerical me~hqdsror
conservation laws is presented. A historical overview is presented.
-~.

M. FEISTAU ER
Combined finite element-finite volume approach to nonlinear convection-diffusion
problems
The paper is concerned with numerical solutions of nonlinear convection-diffusion problems
appearing mainly in ßuid dyna.mics. The method is based on upwind flux vector splitting
finite volume schemes on unstructered grids for the discretization of nonLinear convective
terms, combined with the finite element approximation of viscous dissipative terms. The
resulting scheme can be treated a.s a fully implicit, semi-implicit or purely explicit ·~ethod.
The combined finite volume-finite element scheme is theoretically studied on a model nonlinear scalar conservation law equation with a diffusion term. Namely, the convergence of
the scheme is proved with the aid of suitable apriori estimates, discrete filaximum principle
and some compactness results. The method is applied to the numerical simulatiQ!1 of. viscous compressible fiow. Same computational results will be presented.
'-..
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V. GIRAULT
A Pt-projection operator ror quadrilateral finite elements
Let T be a convex quadrilateral; for any funetion u in LI (Tl, we define the Ioeal projection
ih(u) E Pt by

Vq E Pb

1

ih(u)qdz =

1

uqdz.

This local projection has interesting applications. In particular, it provides sharp estimates
for simple quadrature formulas. But it is important that it should be defined on T (and
not on the reference square T) and that it should take its values in PI: (and not on Qt),
which is the standard polynomia} space used in quadrilaterals. For this last reason, the
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prove of the approxima.tion properties of i h is' not standard. It is done by using a variable
rcfercnce element obtaincd by an affine transformation and an induction on the degree k of
the polynomials.
.

B.

GUSTAFSSON

Higher order difference methods
'vVhen high order centercd difference methods are used for hyperbolic problems. oue diffi·
culty is the cOllstl'uctioll of the approximation near the computationaJ houndary. \Ve begin
by giviug abrief sUfvey uf rec:ent theol'etical dcveloplneuts leading to large da::ises ur stable
luethods. The secolld fundanlental difficulty is the treatment of discOllÜUOUS soJutions. We
will describe a systelua.tic wny of adding artificial viscosity, such that sharp shock resolution
is obtained. For the Ripmann problem we give explicit forrnulas for obtaining stationary
one- and two-point shocks for any order of accuracy. N umerical experiJnents verifying the
theoretical results will bp. presented.

\V. HACKBUSCH
On the"downwind" ordering of the unknowns
In the case of singularly perturbed elliptic problems, the multigrid method .requires a.
smoothing procedure~ wlüch works even without any diffusive terms. This can be achieved
by a simple Gauß-Seidel method, provided the numbering of the unknowns follows the
direction of the strong connec.tions in the matrix graph. Such a numbering is possible if
and only if the graph is ac:yclic. \Ve discuss how to (1) find a so caUed feedback vertex set,
which deletes the cydes or (2) to construct a. partitioning of set of unknowns such that the
block-Gauß-Seidel iteration call serve a.s snloother.

.J. HEYWOOD
Send and follow the energy: a new dynamic approach to spectral computations
I reported on a new type of spectral code for the spatially periodic Navier-Stokes equations.
It is based directly on the laws governillg the nonlinear interaction between plane sinusoidal
shear ftows (the parallelograul law), rather than on a discretization of the Navier-Stokes
equations. Further , and 1110St importantly, it utilizes a new type of data. structure that is
not tied to any fixed set of ~pectra1 modes~ or spatial mesh. but raLher tracks and follows
the energy of a. fiow a:s it moves through the spectrum. This virtually eliminates spatial
discretiza.tion as a. SUUfce of errar. The resulting code is very simple and fast, and can
compute many interesting flows that arc probably not computable using other methods. It
was demoJlstrated during the talk by the computation of an unstable periodic solution. I
also reported on an experiment concerning the 2-dinlensional encrgy cascade, which showed
the "reverse energy cascadc~'.
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JELTSCH

Fey's method of transport ror the shallow water equation
In his thesis M. Fey introduced in 1993 a. genuinely multidimensional scheme for the Eulerequations of gas dynamics. It is a FVM which uses the transport along characteristks not
to produce the solution at the new point but to compute the flux from one ceU lo anolher.
These cells need in principle not be adjacent. For the Euler-equations Fey made use of
the homogenuity of the flux. However, this property is not present in the shallow wa.ter
equation. Hence we mimick homogenuity by· finding a. matrix A which is sinlilar ta the
Jacobian Gm of the flux (F, G)m in any direction m such that .-lU := (F, G)ln. .-\$ for
Euler-equations one can find from the eigenvectors of .4 waves which are transported similar as the sound waves. The scheme is realized by assuming that the numerical solution is
pieeewise constant in each eell. Two simplifications of this scheme are presented and COlnpared to the Van Leer ftux vector splitting. This is joint work with M. Fey and A.- T:'::~\'lorer.

C.

JOHNSON

What is the foundation of CFD
We cansider the basic question of quantitative estimation and contral of the discretization errar in numerical solutians of the Navier-Stokes equatiaus. \Ve presented a general
framewark for quantitative adaptive error control based on aposteriori error estimates of
the generic form t1erTOTH ~ CSHhR(u"),, where h is the mesh size, R(u,,) the residual of
the computed solution Uh, 11 • 11 is a given norm, and
is astability factor related to ari
associated linearized dual problem. We diseussed the possible size of
for different flows',
a.nd the possibility of computational evaluation of
We remarked on the computability
and complexity of flows reflected in the size of the stability factor eS.

es
es.

eS

eHR. KLINGEN BERG

A first step in finding effective equations of the flow thr~ugh heterog~nou~
media using front tracking
Flow through heterogenous media may be madeled by a stochastic PDE
u.

+ (k(x)f( u»z

=0

where k is a probability funetion. A step in finding the effective equation describing the
flow is to consider the homogenisation problem:

u; + (k( ~ ) f( u(»z

=0

(

and finding limc_o U(. Dur contribution is to determine the"large time behaviour of
u,

+ (k(x)f{u))%
ult=o

=0

= uo( x)
.5
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with k and Uo periodic. salneperiod where k ma.y have jumps. We a.chieve this by discretizinJ; the cquatioll in a. '~front-tracking" manner and taking the limit of the discretization
paralueter to zero. This a.pproach is powerful enough to also prove existence and uniqueness
and a.n entropy condition. This is co-work with N.H. Risebro a.nd H. Rost." .

D. KRÖNER
Theoretical and experimental resuJts for finite volume methods Cor (systelns of)
conservation laws
The concept of measure valued solutions was very suecessful fOl" proyillg .collvergence of
finite yolume ~chelnes on unstruetured grids for nonlinear eonservatioll laws in the scalar
case. U p to now it is not dear ir this can be generalized to systenls in multidinlensions.
Therefore we started (joint work with W. Zajacakowski) to show existe.nce of a measure
valued solution of the Euler equation .in several.space dirn~nsions. But still we are [ar away
from proving convergence or error estimates fo~ the general situation. Nevertheless if we
apply the finite voluBle discretizations, which are applied to couservation laws, to COllvection dominated diffusion problems, higher order apriori estimates can be obtained. How to
get aposteriori estinlates is still not clear. Therefore for numerical experiments, heuristic
mesh indicators have to be used. Several numerical tests in 2-D alld 3-D will be presenterl.

A.G.

e;

KUZ'MIN

Stability aspects and shock formation in tra~sonic ftows
The equations of inviscid gas motion possess solutions that describe steady, shock-free
transonic flows. Same of the flows are virtually unstable. so that any perturbation of the
boundary contour produces a shock wave .in the flow. The linear ftow stability depends
on the solvability of boundary value problems for a mixed type equation governillg small
perturbations iO; the flow. Recent results of the theory of mixed type equations enable
one to derive linear stability conditiollS for trallsonic flows. Nonlillear stability aspects and
shock formation in a loeal supersonic region over an airfQil are studied numerieally and
analytieally. Strongsensitivity of the transonic flow to various changes of the airfoil surface
and to finite-difference approxinlations is discussed.

C.-D. MUNZ
Multiple pressure variable (MPV)-methods low Mach number ßow
The difficulties in the construetion of numerical methods for weakly compressible fluid flow
are due to the fact that the governing equations change their type. In a low Mach number
fiow pressure waves and pressure equalizatioll become very fast~ so that velocity gradients
canuot generate large pressure gradients and the fiow beeolnes incompressible. This situation ea.n be described by a. formal asymptotic expansion in tenns of a. global characteristic
Mach number M and reads for the pressure p = plO) + M pl1 l + l'12 p(2) 4- 0(.1\1 3 ). [n the
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limit M = 0 the pressure terms plO) and rJl), called thermodyna.nlic anu acousli, pressure.
respectively, become constant in space. The pressure variable pP) is the balance of forces
agent and eonverges towards the pressure in the ineompressible" equations. This asylnp·
totie expansion and its results are presented. It is shown how to introduee this pressure
decomposition into the numerical framework, ealled tbe multiple pressure variables (~1PV)
approach. The ~'lPV technique establishes a way to obtain at the A1 = 0 limit a standard
incom·pressible solver.

S.

NOELLE

Entropy inequalities for higher order finite volume schemes
I present an entropy inequality for MUSCL-type higher order upwind finite volulne schemes
for scalar muIti-D conservation [aws. An anticliffussive fiux-ünliter is used to expaud the
entropy dissipation in powers of tbe grid parameter h. Using this entropy inequaüty~,:..Lcan
show convergence using Di Perma's theory of measure valued solutiolls aud the error~~'~'tim
a.tes using Kuznetsov's theory and arecent teehnique due to Cockburn. Coquel and Lefiuch.

R. RANNACHER
Some aspects of projection methods
Projection methods are a cammon tool in so-called Navier-Stokes solvers for coping with
the incompressibility constraint in. an efficient way. Although this method has proven to
be operational and reliable in computing even higher Reynolds-number fiows it is not well
understood from the theoretical point of view. It involves a nonphysical Neumann-.type
boundary condition (~ 0 l for the" computed pressure which has raised much controversal
argument about the relevance of obtained pressure approximations. In this talk it is ~hown
that the most populae projection (ar pressure correction) schemes are essentially equivalent
to eertain simple "pressure stabilization schemes" weIl known from finite element analysis
of Stokes ·problems. Through this re-interpretation one can get a. deeper understanding of
the mechanisms active in the error development of the projection method (pressure boundary layers, higher-order approximation, interior error behaviour, robustness with respect to
large aspect ratio meshes, etc.). Some new results in this direction ".re presently on the way.

=

R.

RAUTMANN

On Navier Stokes approximations in high-order norms
In a bounded open set n c R 3 whieh is pathwise cOßnected and has a Goo boundary 8n
let A q denote the Stokes operator having its domain D A q in the space ",Y. q of weakJy divergence free vector functions f E L9(0), q E [2,00]. Using a former result on H2-convergence
of Rothe's scheme and a. coercivity inequality from a. recent book of Ashyralyev and 50bolevskii we have proved the
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V.J.

RIVKIND

Same problems of coupled flow of different media
It is investigated same mathematical models for coupled flow of different media: coupled
flow of an incompressible fluid and a flow in a porous medium; chemical reaction in coupled
moving fluids, phase changing problems etc.. All these problems are free boundary problems for coupled Navier-Stokes, porous medium flow and Stefan equations with special
boundary conditions for the unknowns on the boundary between the media.. We proved for
some of these problems theorems of existence of a weak solution. We also proved theorems
of smoothness and uniqueness of a solution in particular cases (special geometry, small
Re, Pr, Wenumbers etc.). The methods, which were used for these praofs, also were used
for the proof of convergence of FEM. If the exact solution is smooth it is proved astrang
convergence of FEM and estimates of the convergence rates.
1(. SAMUELSSON

Anisotropie refinement algorithms Cor finite elements
In flow calculations the solution has typically a localized behaviour, such as shock waves,
making localized resolution in form of adaptive a.nisotropie meshes appropriate. To do
a.daptive flow calculations one needs a robust mesh generator( 1), a stable and reasonable
accurate discretization method(2), <lud a.daptive refinement critcria(3). The work has con-
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eentra.ted on the less well understood a.reas of (1) and (3). In the joint work with J.
Goodman at New York University and A. Szepessy, Stockholm. we have been developing
an adaptive finite element program based on a new robust anisotropie mesh generator. The
goal is to enrich the mesh by adapting the shapes of the elements (triangles, tetrahedra,... )
to features of the ftow, for exa.mple, fitting high aspect ratio elements around shock and
boundary layers. We describe the mesh generator, our adaptive refinement criteria for coostructing anisotropie meshes and discuss the solution efficiency llsill~ a. multigrid aJgori~hm.

F. SCHIE\VECI,
Convergence analysis ror an upwind discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations based on nonconCorming q uadrilateral finite elements
'vVe compare four different types of nonconforming quadrilateral Q~"t /Qo element of Rannacher/Turek for approximating the stationary ineompressible Navier-Stokes equaüons in
the primitive variables u and p for velocity· and pressure, resp.. In order to stabilize the
numerical scheme in the ease of high Reynolds numbers, we use an upwind discretitation
of the convective term. For this discretization we can prove in the 2· aud 3-dimensional
case for moderate Reynolds numbers the optimal error estimate

lJu -

uhIlH~(o)

+ IIp -

phIlL2(o)

5 Ch(lIuIlH'(n) + /IpllHJ(o))

where lI'IIH~(o) denotes an elementwise defined discrete H i-norm. Finally, we present some
numerical results.

E.

SÜLl

Finite volume approximations of Friedrichs system: stability, accuracy, adaptivity
We present same reeent results cOßcerning the stability and the accuracy of ceIl vertex finite

•

vohime methods for symmetrie positive hyperbolic and elliptic systems of partial differential equations in the plane, including optimal error bounds in the L~ and H 1 norms. In the
hyperbolic case, this is achieved under the assumption that characteristics are transversal
to mesh lines. When characteristics are parallel to mesh lines on a set of positive measure
the scheme is only first-order convergent in a weighted L 2 norm. In addition to these results, we present aposteriori error estimates for finite volume approxima.tions of Friedrichs
systems and indicate their use in the design of Ioeal error indicators and mesh-adaptivity.

L. TOBISKA
Error analysis ror stabilized finite element methods and the influence of increasing Reynold numbers
For solving the Na.vier-Stokes equations in the case of moderate aud higher Reynolds numbers, different discretization techniques have been developed and error estimates have been
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given. However. in order to get reliable error bounds for the computed solution we ueed
a quantitative error analysis. As a first step in this direction we will study how some
eoustauts in the error estimates depend .on the Reynolds number. The sealar convectiondiffusion problelu, the Stokes problem with eonvection and the "no-fiow" situation for the
Navier-Stokes proulelll will be uuder consideration. The investigation includes conforming
and nOlleonfornling finite element rnethods of upwind as weil as strealn1in~iffusion type.

S. TUREK
A new (7) vie\v on

SOlne nunlerical solution schemes for the nonstationary incompressibleNavier-Stokes eq uations
\-\Te dcrive a general dass of iteration schemes for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations which contains fully coupled solution teehniques as well as operator :splitting/projection
methods. \Ve COllLbille the aJ vantages of hoth, namely accllraey / sta.bility and efficiencY2 a.nd
obtain a special form 01' discrete projection schenles. In combinatioll with a nOlllinear iteration of quasi-Ne\\7ton type one may use these schemes a.nalogously to the weIl knownpure
projection schenles. e.g.. of Chorin and Van Kau. or apply them as preeonditioners in a defeet correction approach to obtaiIl the fully coupled solution. The cOrt'espollding complexity
analysis shows that in comhination with certain nOllconforming finite element discretizations a huge gain in efficiency may be obtained, particularly in the highly nonstationary
case. OUf theoretical results are confirmed by comparative numerical tests for both types
of schemes. It turns out that the appropriate time steps for the pure projection approach
are only moderately smaller thall those for the fully implidtly coupled schemes, but that
the work to obtain comparative results with the diserete projection methods as soJvers is
much lower. An interesting observation is that in the case of higher Reynolds numbers no
significant preSSl1re boundary layers oeeut". even for the pure projection schemes. These
considerations and first numerical tests in 3D give hope to obtain a powerful CFD-tool.

O. WALSH
The nonlinear Galerkin method for the Navier Stokes equations using finite
elements
When the nonlinear Galerkin met hod (N GM) is implemented using finite elements it becomes a two-grid scheme where part of the solution is calculated using a coarse grid and
part using a fine grid. The analysis of the NGM illdicates a. possible source of problem
so in parallel we consider another two-grid ·seheme which we call Microscale Linearization
(MSL). For MSL, we prove approxilllations are ~'asyrnptoticallygood". We also cOßsider the
practical implernentation of these schemes. The results for our NGM were relatively poor.
On the other hand, the results for MSL were better but not as good.as those obtained
using a comparison standard method. We also raise same issues concerning the general
practicability of the NGM. MSL and other two-gr~d schemes.

•
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W. WENDLAND
The treatment of the K utta-J oukowski condition and of shocks in transonic
finite-boundary element analysis

•

We consider a coupled finite--boundary element m(;thod for the two-diluensional transonic
inviscid stationary isentropic ftow of an ideal compressible gas around a. given profile P
with subsonic travelling velocity. The subsonic (ar field is coupled to the transollic full
pot.ential fiow near P by the exterior Stcklov-Poincare mappiH~ Oll .1.11 artifidal boundary. To prevent llon-physicaJ dissipation shocks. the full potentia.l ,-,quation in the ring
domain is appendcd by an admissibility candition corresponding to the entropy inequality.
To include circulation we use the usual stit E from the trailing edge to infinity where the
potential has a constaut jump equal to the circulation. \Ve further require the K_utta.Joukowski condition at TE a.s continuity 01' a subsonic flow at TE. The transonieffowin
the ring domain is approximated by Courant elements augmenled b~' t he one-dinleiisional
space generated by a special element with constant jump discontinuit:· along ~. q'n this
space we impose the linear side condition of vanishing stress intensity factor \vhiclr"is formulated in terms of tVlazja functional corresponding to the Laplacian in the vicinity of TE.
These elements are called "Kutta-Joukowski-elements~since they satisfy approxinlately
the Kutta-Joukowski condition at TE and have constant jump along E producing circulation. The normal ßux through the artificial coupling boundary r 00 is approximated by
piecewise constant boundary elements. The FEM-BEM solution procedure is formulated
as a minimization algorithm of a cost functional defined by the H-l-norm of the res"idrial
and a penalty term corresponding to the admissability condition coupled to the faifield
via. a boundary elementmethod containing the flux approximation on r 00' The mi'nimization is executed with a Pollak-Rebiere type conjugate gradient algorithm yielding the
solution of a sequence of standard FEM-BEM variational problems in a. convex subset of
the Kutta-Joukowski-elements defined by a. uniform velocity bound. The known convergence result for the sequence of minima remains valid for our improved treatment of the
Kutta-Joukowski condition. We also shall employ adaptivity driven by an error indicator
a.nd develop a shock fitting a.lgorithm by using an shock indicator.

P. WESSELING
Krylov subspace methods and multigrid for solving the incompressible NavierStokes equations
The instationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations discretized on a staggered grid in
general coordinate systems are considered. Time discretiza.tion is implicit. The press ure
correction method is used. A search is made for robust and efficient solution methods for
the resulting algebraic systems: GMRESR, GeR, multigrid, with ILU or Ja.cobi preconditioning and smoothing. Advantage is found in using multigrid to precondition GeR.
11
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M. WHEELER
Two-dimensional modeling of ßow and sedimentation
A two-dimensional flow and sediment transport numerical model is developed that can simulate bed deformation with time due to sediment transport. Moving free boundaries both
at the water/ air and water/ bed interface are treated using an arbi trary Lagrange-Euler
formulation. Turbulence is modeled through k - f closure equations and the Navier-Stokes
cql1ations are discretizcd llsing a Ql /Q 1 projection methou.
TIte sediment t.ranspoi·t modul c:omputes the bed load transport froID an empirical correlation. The suspenJed :-::editnent concelltration is determined by an advection-diffusion p.d.e..
At the bed a reference concentration is specified at a small height above the bed. The bed
deformation .due to erosion and deposition is determined from the sediment concentration
equation. Evolution of a sediment bed with time due to interaction between fluid ßow and
sedinlent transport is simulated.

H.

. . . .j
•

YSERENTANT

A new class of particle methods Car problems of fluid dynamics
A general approach to the construction of particle methods has beeu presented. These
methods can be applied to the full Navier-Stokes equations. The pa..rticles are no mass
points but possess a finite extension. They can rotate in space and have aspin. The
conservation of mass is automatically guaranteed by the ansatz. The forces of interaction
between the particles are derived in a canonical way from the force laws of continuuni mechanies and are directly based on a regularized stress tensor. In the absence of external forces
and of heat forces and sinks, momentum, angular momentum and energy are conserved as
in the continuum case.
For inviscid, elastic. ftows the total kinetic energy of the particles remains bounded up to
the energy supplied to the system by external forces. If the particle size tends to zero, the
mean loeal displacement of the particles converges and the resulting flow solves the Euler
equations in the sense of distributions.
.
Berichterstatter: R. Rannacher
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